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1. Executive Summary
Regarding deliverable ‘D2.1.b Long list of solutions which fulfil the identified information
requirements’, the study yielded 34 identified solutions. The solutions and initiatives identified
have been categorised according to the four levels of the European Interoperability Framework
(EIF), i.e. legal, organisational, semantic and technical. However, it is important to mention that
aspects concerning the four layers are also covered within the description of each solution. Of
the identified solutions, there are 15 solutions classified within the technical layer, 8 within the
semantic layer, 7 within the organisational and 4 within the legal layer.
Regarding deliverable ‘D2.1.d Rank of the solutions by feasibility criteria’, the following
assessment process has been followed to establish the ranked long list:
1. Assess the identified solutions against the list of common requirements: solutions are
examined, assessed and linked to those requirements that are related to them.
2. Identify best practices to build a cross-border and cross-sector powers and mandates
interoperability landscape.
3. Divide the solutions into those helping to meet the information requirements and those
helping to meet other requirements having an impact on the information requirements.
4. Assess the solutions helping to meet the information requirements against the feasibility
criteria
a. Hard criteria: solutions meeting the hard criteria are considered as solutions
which can be considered as references and reusable to achieve powers and
mandates interoperability. It is important to mention that when no information is
available to assess a hard criterion, the solutions has not been knocked out.
b. Soft criteria: solutions meeting the hard criteria are assessed against the soft
criteria in order to define a percentage of feasibility and further identify best
practices that can be re(used) to develop interoperability solutions contributing to
powers and mandates.
5. Rank the solutions by the result of the assessment done in step 4 and their levels of
reuse.
As a result, 10 solutions have been classified, in section 5.1, as the most feasible solutions
helping to meet the information requirements listed in D.2.1.a List of common information
requirements of the prioritized services/projects/domains.











CEF Building Blocks
STORK 2.0 pilot projects
Business Register Interconnection System (BRIS)
Core Business Vocabulary
Core Person Vocabulary
Electronic Mandate Service: create eMandates via eID - Austria
Self Service Mandate System (SSMS) - Belgium
eRecognition (eHerkenning) - The Netherlands
@Podera - Spain
Katso Interface - Finland

The solutions contained in the ranked list are classified within the technical and semantic layers,
since these solutions provide the essence of software, services and extensible data models that
4
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can be implemented as operational solutions. The solutions identified at the other layers are
supporting and/or prerequisite to those.
In addition, 12 best practices, listed in section 5.2, have been identified to help building an
interoperable European cross-border landscape contributing to powers and mandates. These
best practices have shown to contribute to both interoperability aspects and the successful
implementation of the related solution.
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2. Introduction
The following report consists of two parts. The first part presents a list of solutions that are
already in place in Europe and in the different Member States. More formally we refer to this
part as ‘D.2.1.b Long list of solutions which fulfil the identified information requirements’.
The second part ranks the identified solutions according to the feasibility criteria that are listed in
‘D2.1.c Set of feasibility criteria for solutions which meet the described information
requirements’. This second part is more formally referred to as ‘D2.1.D Rank of the solutions’.
Both deliverables are part of Task 02 – Production of requirements and good practices under
framework contract DI/07171-00 - Lot 2 for “Study on Semantic interoperability for
representation powers and mandates” project. This project is framed within Action 2016.12 Semantic interoperability for representation powers and mandates of the Interoperability
Solutions for Public Administrations (ISA2) Programme.

2.1 Context
Representation of powers and mandates are an essential element for businesses establishing
relationships with other businesses, governments and customers, because legal persons can
only act legally by means of natural persons in most countries. Currently, there are important
barriers that hinder the adoption of an EU wide solution for cross-border transfer of
representation information, being one of the most relevant the lack of a common legal and
semantic framework. Representation is complex, and electronic mandates schemes and
policies are basically national and usually do not contemplate the possibility to use those
mandates in cross-border scenarios.
To this end, the ISA2 Programme has launched the Action 2016.12, “Semantic interoperability
for representation powers and mandates”, whose main goal is to create a shared European data
model about representation powers and mandates, which allows powers of representation and
mandates information originated in the information systems of one country to be directly
processed automatically by the information systems in other country.
Different phases and activities are foreseen under ISA2 Action 2016.12 in order to achieve this
goal. Recently, a study has been conducted as part of ‘D01.1 Study about cross-border
interoperability of powers and mandates’ deliverable of Task 01 – Study about cross-border
interoperability of powers and mandates. This study analyses the current situation on how
electronic powers and mandates are managed in the individual MS and at EU level, identifying
and prioritising those services, projects and/or domains with potential cross-border
interoperability needs within this field.
Linked to this study and based on the aforementioned information, common information
requirements of the services/projects/domains which allow to use interoperable interconnection
of representation information will be defined. In addition, solutions fitting the defined common
information requirements will be analysed and ranked, by using a set of feasibility criteria, in
order to present a comprehensive overview of the cross-border representation powers and
mandates landscape at a European level.
6
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2.2 Document objectives
The objective of this report is twofold:


Identify practices related to electronic power of representation and mandates in Europe
and its Member States and identify practices that can support future practices of
electronic power of representation and mandates.



Rank the identified practices according to the feasibility criteria identified in deliverable
‘D2.1.c Set of feasibility criteria for solutions which meet the described information
requirements’.

2.3 Scope
The identified practices are limited to European initiatives or initiatives found in the different
Member States and will be classified according to the interoperability levels recommended by
the European Interoperability Framework (EIF): Legal, Organisational, Semantic and Technical
(LOST).

2.4 Intended audience
This document intends to reach out to DIGIT project officers for ‘a study on Semantic
interoperability for representation powers and mandates’ project as well as other external
stakeholders such as European institutions, Member States, public administrations or
technology consultants, who:


Want to gain further insight in existing practices, related to electronic power of
representation and mandates, in Europe and the different Member States.

2.5 Document structure and approach
The information presented in this report is based on the results and conclusions provided by:


The study conducted during Task-01- Study about cross-border interoperability of
powers and mandates with regards to services, projects and domains prioritized; and



The common information requirements of the prioritized services/projects/domains listed
in Task 02 deliverable - D.2.1.a List of common information requirements of the
prioritized services/projects/domains.

This document is structured as follows:
Section 1 gives an executive summary of the purpose of the report and the main aspects that
are covered throughout the different sections of the document.
Section 2 presents a brief description of what the report is about. It includes a brief explanation
on the context of the project, the problem statement and the objectives of the report. It also
7
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defines the scope of the report, the structure and the approach followed as well as the intended
audience.
Section 3 provides a long list of existing solutions in the context of electronic power of
representation and mandates and classified according to the interoperability levels defined by
the European Interoperability Framework (EIF).
Section 4 establishes the assessment process which will help independent reviewers to
objectively assess whether a particular solution can be considered as cross-border
interoperable through a transparent procedure based on the set of feasibility criteria.
Section 5 ranks the identified solutions according to the feasibility criteria for cross-border
interoperability of powers and mandates for the four interoperability levels recommended by the
EIF.
Section 6 presents the conclusion and next steps of this report.
Finally, additional information in the form of a glossary and the assessment details are provided
in two appendices.
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3. Long list of solutions
This section lists the identified frameworks (including good practices) and solutions existing on
the market that assist to the interoperable interconnection of representation powers and
mandates cross-border and for various sectors. The identified solutions fit the common
information requirements and help to cover the gaps identified in ‘D.2.1.a. List of common
information requirements of the prioritized services/projects/domains’.

3.1 Identified solutions according to EIF
Based on desk research we identified several solutions that support the electronic
representation of power and eMandates. Depending on the type of solution, the solutions and
initiatives identified have been categorised according to the four levels of the European
Interoperability Framework (EIF), i.e. legal, organisational, semantic and technical. However, it
is important to mention that aspects concerting the four layers are also covered within the
description of each solution.
1.1.1 Technical layer
In this section, we list all the identified solutions related to the technical layer of the EIF, being
mainly software and services focusing not only on powers and mandates interoperability.
1.1.1.1 STORK 2.0 pilot projects
Description: Secure Identity Across Borders linked (STORK) 2.0 contributed to the realization
of a single European electronic identification and authentication area. It did build on the results
of STORK, establishing interoperability of different approaches at national and EU level, eID for
persons and eID for legal entities. It aims at creating an operational framework and
infrastructure for electronic identities and authentication in the European Union.
STORK defined an interoperability architecture that can be instantiated in two different ways: a
centralised implementation with PEPS (Pan-European Proxy Servers), and a decentralised
implementation with Middleware. A majority of countries selected the PEPS implementation,
while Germany and Austria opted for the MW model. In the PEPS model, a user connects to a
cross-border Service Provider (SP), which forwards the authentication query to a PEPS (since
the user is registered in another country than the SP's country). However, Germany and Austria
established a model where middleware, which has to reside on the citizen platform that takes
care of this forwarding. This created a common model with four architectural elements:
1. a NIP (National Identity Provider), implemented in each Member State, provides identity
and authentication information about its citizen and other persons registered within his
domain
2. an SP (Service Provider) delivers services to an end-user such as a citizen
3. a PEPS (Pan-European Proxy Server) is implemented in each Member State that
desires so, and forwards authentication queries coming from an SP when the SP has to
authenticate a non-local end-user
4. MW (MiddleWare) that executes on the citizen's platform. In the STORK architecture,
MW talks directly to the SP, without any central server.

9
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Middleware may also be implemented on the server-side (then it is called SPWare), and
marshalled to the citizen's platform at execution time. By implementing middleware on a PEPSserver, a V-IdP (virtual IdP) is created.
Under the CEF program, the eIDAS node software was created to implement the above
concepts, and published as Open Source, specified according:


eIDAS Interoperability Architecture



Crypto Requirements for the eIDAS Interoperability Framework

The eIDAS node must contain a connector, which is mandatory for mutual recognition. The
connector provides access for local users towards notified eID schemes. The eIDAS node may
optionally contain a proxy server, which provides access to the Member State's own eID
services in case those were notified.
The following semantic definitions were also produced:


eIDAS Message Format, which specifies the message format of exchanged metadata or
SAML AuthnRequest and Response messages to be exchanged between eIDAS-nodes;
and



eIDAS SAML Attribute Profile, which defines the SAML attributes to be used for the
assertion of natural and legal person identity between eIDAS nodes.

Several pilot projects have been launched in order to put this framework into practice. These
pilot projects aimed at different sectors:


eHealth: These pilots aimed at creating synergies between eHealth and eGovernment
sector by using the STORK eID infrastructure.
Most important achievements were the patient access and mandated access to patient
files in the pilot health institutions and the authentication of patients and health care
professionals over the federated Member State Stork 2.0 infrastructure.



eBanking: The main goal of the eBanking pilots was to allow natural and legal persons,
of the participating Stork 2.0 countries, to use their eID to register for and use online
banking services cross-borders.
Most important breakthroughs of the pilot projects were the possibility to open a bank
account online and cross-border by using an eID and the integration of eSignature and
document transfer for secure transmission of customer information.
Furthermore, some pilots were able to changing existing national regulations to allow
eID to reach a similar status as a physical ID.
Finally the pilot project enabled the national STORK 2.0 infrastructure operators to
connect with commercial services.



eAcademia: The eAcademia pilots aimed at creating a cross-border environment where
university and administrative services were connected through the exchange of
10
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attributes instead of the current situation where services only run locally at different
universities and organisations.
Most important breakthroughs of these pilots were the secure and trusted cross-border
transfer of academic records. These records were securely linked to a high trust identity,
which was provided by the Member State. High trust was not only given to the citizen,
but also to the service provider and attribute provider. Secondly, an important results
was the design of an academic attribute profile to be used over SAML. This enabled
automatic processing of academic records.


eGovernment: The eGovernment pilots were aimed at integrating existing eGovernment
services for businesses with the STORK 2.0 cross-border authentication infrastructure.
This allowed for businesses to allow foreign business people to access eGovernment
services like local citizens.
Most important achievements were the implementation of the ‘authentication on behalf
of’ in real-life, production environment services and the level of cross-border
interoperability between administrative registers that was achieved.

Countries/organisation involved: National and European level
How can it contribute to eMandates? The STORK 2.0 pilots are one of the main starting point
to continue to develop a common data model to achieve interoperability for representation
information across Europe. These pilots can serve as a basis to meet IR-12, IR-13, OR-01, OR02, OR-04 and OR-17.
Level: European level
Links:


https://www.eidstork2.eu/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=406&Itemid=112



https://ec.europa.eu/cefdigital/wiki/display/CEFDIGITAL/eIDAS-Node

1.1.1.2 CEF Building Blocks
Description: The CEF building blocks offer basic capabilities that can be used in any European
project to facilitate the delivery of digital public services across borders. At the core the CEF
building blocks are interoperability agreements between European Union member states. They
ensure cross-border/cross-sector technical interoperability among heterogeneous information
systems so citizens, businesses and administrations can benefit from seamless digital public
services wherever they may be in Europe.
The building blocks are based on existing formalised technical specifications and standards.
They are intended to facilitate the adoption of common technical specifications by projects
across different policy domains with minimal (or no) adaptations by providing services and
sometimes sample software. Conformance testing is provided to assess the compliance of any
specific implementation of the Building Blocks to these standards and technical specifications.
The building blocks can be combined and used in projects in any domain or sector at European,
national or local level.
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Governance
The updated 'IT Governance Model' of the CEF building blocks lays down the principles,
organisational structure and decisional processes which will guide the European Commission in
the creation of a European ecosystem of interconnected digital services that contribute to the
Digital Single Market (DSM). The CEF Governance Model is composed of 3 elements:


Principles of Governance that express how the 'organisational structure' and
'governance processes' should be set up;



Organisational Structure that define the different levels of responsibility, the roles of the
governance bodies, who participates and who influences them;



Governance Processes that formalise the set of activities (including their inputs and
outputs) performed by each governance body (i.e. what they do and how they interact).

A crucial element of this model is the Architecture Management Board (AMB) of the CEF
building blocks. This Governance Body will promote a common trajectory for all building blocks,
monitor their reuse and performance in relation to the objectives set out in the CEF Work
Programmes.
How can it contribute to eMandates? CEF building blocks have proven to ensure crossborder and cross-sector technical interoperability among heterogeneous information systems.
These reusable building blocks fit well on the ideal powers and mandates TO-BE scenario.
Benefits of each building block are presented below:


eDelivery1 for transporting information securely and reliably across borders;
o
o

o
o
o

Reduce the learning curve of service providers of document and data exchange
networks;
Make savings in the cost of creating, maintaining and operating document and
data exchange networks as some of these costs may be shared with other
service providers of eDelivery;
Accelerate the delivery time of a working document and data exchange network
as eDelivery provides out of the box specifications and software components;
Increase the quality of document and data exchange networks as eDelivery was
already been tried and tested in multiple policy domains;
As use increases, the wide availability of IT engineers with knowledge and
experience in eDelivery's technical specifications is also expected to increase;

eDelivery can serve as a basis to meet OR-14, OR-17 and OR-20.


eSignature2 for signing documents electronically and validating electronic signatures;
o
o
o

1
2

Automate the cross-border recognition of eSignatures and eSeals;
Facilitate the setup of interoperable eSignatures in business processes;
Meet the increasing demand and legal obligations to mutually accept
eSignatures;

https://ec.europa.eu/cefdigital/wiki/display/CEFDGTLTEMP/eDelivery
https://ec.europa.eu/cefdigital/wiki/display/CEFDGTLTEMP/eSignature
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o
o
o
o
o

Handle the complexity of eSignature creation and verification
Transparently leverage the current EU Trusted Lists for certificate validation
when needed
It builds upon the eIDAS3 regulation and put it into practice so it is ensured to
have a legal basis.
It enables that electronic signatures have a legal validity which before was only
granted to handwritten signatures.
It ensures that when granting the mandate to natural and legal persons,
decisions can be digitally signed to ensure the validity of the choice.

eSignature can serve as a basis to meet OR-12 and OR-17.


eID4 for identification using national ID cards. In the future, lawyers will be able to identify
themselves in their professional capacity via a role authentication system for lawyers.
o
o
o
o

o

o

o

Allows secure cross-border access to the internet and digital services;
Protects against the risk of identity theft and misuse of personal information;
Provides legal validity of transactions;
Legal Interoperability: Enabling the legal validity of the authentication process
when information is exchanged across borders (respecting data protection).
National eID solutions have been developed following the national legislation.
Cross-border legal validity cannot foster trust across borders without the
possibility to use nationally issued eIDs across incompatible legal frameworks;
Organisational Interoperability: Clarifying and detailing the organisational
relationship between the different Member States and the necessary operational
management related process. Once the national eID solutions have been
interconnected, without compatibility between the organisational elements
between Member States (such as change management, release management)
cross-border authentication cannot be guaranteed;
Semantic Interoperability: Ensuring that the semantic elements of cross-border
eID authentication are compatible. National eID solutions have developed the
message format and independently, it should be possible to link the different eID
IT systems; and
Technical Interoperability: The eIDAS network connects the eIDAS nodes which
can provide/request cross-border authentication while ensuring that the technical
elements of cross-border eID authentication are compatible. This ensures the
user is protected against identity theft and misuse and the legal validity of
transactions".

eID can serve as a basis to meet IR-12, IR-13 and OR-17.
Level: European level
Link: https://ec.europa.eu/cefdigital/wiki/display/CEFDGTLTEMP/CEF+building+blocks

3

http://publications.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-/publication/0f9c8d98-56b7-11e5-afbf01aa75ed71a1/language-en
4
https://ec.europa.eu/cefdigital/wiki/display/CEFDGTLTEMP/eID
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1.1.1.3 PEPPOL
Description: The Pan-European Public Procurement OnLine (PEPPOL) initiative is working
towards a future in which standards-based electronic documents are easily shared between
trading partners in the public procurement process. As such, it is solving interoperability issues
for electronic procurement by providing the PEPPOL specifications and building blocks across
Europe.
How can it contribute to eMandates? The goal of the PEPPOL initiative is to ensure trading
partners across Europe are able to easily share electronic documents, based on standardsbased specifications and building blocks. Having these standards in place will not only improve
the efficiency of trading partners working together, but will also allow its users to practise
eMandates based on the documents created by the authorising party. For example, person A
from country A, grants an eMandate to person B from country B, to perform actions in their
name, by using the standards-based documents created by person A. More concrete examples
of these standard-based documents could include both notary deeds, as other legal certificates.
As such, both initiatives will clearly have an influence on each other.
PEPPOL can serve as a basis to meet OR-14, OR-17 and OR-20.
Level: European level
Link: https://peppol.eu/
1.1.1.4 SPOCS
Description: In May 2009, the European Commission launched a large-scale pilot called
SPOCS (i.e. Simple Procedures for Cross-border Services), which aims at providing seamless
electronic procedures. This is reached by building cross-border solutions. These are based on a
country’s existing systems. With these procedures in place, it is much easier for organisations to
comply with regulations from other countries, when trying to expand their business. The
effectiveness and efficiency of these regulations have a great impact on the requirements for
the electronic representation power and mandates, as these can either heavily decrease or
increase the need from organisations to provide other persons with their representation power.
Involved countries: 16 EU countries (Austria, France, Germany, Greece, Italy, Lithuania,
Luxembourg, Malta, the Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovenia, Sweden,
United Kingdom).
Does it reuse current solutions? There are five SPOCS building blocks focusing on
answering the following key questions related to electronic procedures in Points of Single
Contact (PSC) portals:


Syndication: How to inform the end user of my PSC which documents should be
provided?



eServices: How to improve the usability of my PSC by including cross-border electronic
services?



eSafe: How can the service provider safely store and retrieve documents?



eDelivery: How to exchange electronic documents in an asynchronous manner?



eDocuments: How to represent, sign and exchange electronic documents?
14
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How can it contribute to eMandates? This project looks at the opportunities that new
technologies offer. The SPOCS pilots building blocks for Syndication, eDocuments, eDelivery,
eSafe and eServices can help at creating an interoperability layer that support the cross-border
power of representation and eMandates. Especially the eDocuments building block, which
focuses at the representation and signing of electronic documents will clearly touch upon the
same responsibilities and issues as the eMandates initiative.
SPOCS can serve as a basis to meet OR-1, OR-2, OR-14, OR-17, OR-20 and OR-21.
Level: European level
Link: https://www.eu-spocs.eu/
1.1.1.5 e-CODEX
Description: Just like the SPOCS pilot, the e-CODEX is a large-scale project aimed at
improving the interoperability between European Member States and its citizens, by making it
easier for citizens to perform legal activities cross-border. To achieve this, it will build on
national solutions and support the implementation of common standards and as such provide
the basis to enable cross-border eMandates.
Countries/organisations involved:
 19 EU countries (Austria, Belgium, Czech Republic, Estonia, France, Germany, Greece,
Hungary, Italy, Ireland, Lithuania, Malta, the Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Romania,
Spain, Sweden, United Kingdom);


3 candidate countries (Jersey, Norway, Turkey);



2 major associations of legal practitioners (CCBE and CNUE);



1 standardisation body (OASIS).

Does it reuse current solutions? It makes use of several CEF building blocks and other
European initiatives:


e-Delivery for transporting information securely and reliably across borders;



e-Signature for signing documents electronically and validating electronic signatures;



e-Identity for identification using national ID cards. In the future, lawyers will be able to
identify themselves in their professional capacity via a role authentication system for
lawyers called "Find a lawyer 2";



e-Document for common document exchange standards;

How can it contribute to eMandates? Depending on the size and scope of the initiative, eCODEX will touch upon the same interoperability issues and requirements as eMandates,
especially with regards to the legal environment. This can allow close monitoring and
coordination between the two initiatives, to find synergies and avoid overlap such as duplicate
infrastructure or assets, or conflicting guidelines and services. In addition:

15
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e-Codex has defined a methodology to develop specifications to enable meaningful
exchange of data between electronic systems supporting legal procedures.
e-Codex can enable cross border electronic power of mandates by aligning different
regulations in different countries

e-Codex can serve as a basis to meet OR-1, OR-2, OR-14, OR-17, OR-20 and OR-21.
Level: European level
Link: http://ec.europa.eu/justice/criminal/european-e-justice/e-codex/index_en.htm
1.1.1.6 Twikey
Description: Twikey is a private organisation that puts the SEPA Direct Debits scheme into
practice by providing a convenient service. Twikey facilitates payments and direct debits
between banks, businesses and even consumers by allowing them to sign a mandate via email and to create SEPA Direct Debits across Europe.
Target audience: European citizens and organisations.
Does it reuse current solutions? It puts the SEPA Direct Debits scheme into practice.
How can it contribute to eMandates? Twikey already allows users to create, manage and
delete mandates electronically. Each company and user of Twikey has its own mandate
portfolio to which they can invite new or existing customers, and which can be synchronized and
connected to the accounting software of the company. As such, the solution has proven that
there is a need and desire for services like eMandates, especially in the banking sector.
Twikey can serve as a basis to meet OR-04, OR-05 and OR-15.
Level: International level
Link: https://www.twikey.com/howitworks.html
1.1.1.7 MyBank
Description: MyBank is an e-authorisation solution that enables safe digital payments and
identity authentication through a consumer’s own online banking portal or mobile application.
Target audience: European citizens and organisations.
Does it reuse current solutions? It puts the SEPA Direct Debits scheme into practice.
How can it contribute to eMandates? MyBank can not only be used for the general banking
affairs the normal user does on a day-to-day basis, but just like Twikey, it also allows users to
create and manage a direct debit from their bank account for a one-off payment or for recurrent
bills and invoice. As such, it allows a customer to authorise electronic mandates for SEPA Direct
Debits in real-time, both for his/her own bank account as for his/her company’s bank account.
How this can be implemented and used in practice, has been presented in business case
number 4 of ‘D.01.1-Study about cross-border interoperability of powers and mandates’, which
describes the life event of managing finances cross-border.
MyBank can serve as a basis to meet OR-04, OR-05 OR-12 and OR-15.
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Level: International level
Link: https://www.mybank.eu/mybank/what-is-mybank/
1.1.1.8 Business Register Interconnection System (BRIS)
Description: The Business Registers Interconnection System (BRIS) infrastructure facilitates
access to information on EU companies for the public and ensure that all EU business registers
can communicate to each other electronically in a safe and secure way in relation to crossborder mergers and foreign branches. BRIS gets the information from the European Central
Platform (ECPT), which includes the Directory of Registers, Subscription list, Legal Entity Data.
It also uses the Business registers of Member States. The final objective aims to:
 Enhance confidence in the single market through transparency and up-to-date
information;
 Reduce unnecessary burdens on companies.
The BRIS XML data model provides a stable data specification based on existing standards to
exchange data between national platforms and the central platform. It provides some
remarkable results:





Lower development costs of implementation of a new vocabulary;
Better integration opportunities of BRIS information with data from other systems;
Less time spent defining a new vocabulary built on existing vocabularies; and
Better quality via the use of proven design rules, existing standards and naming
conventions.

Overall, these results translate into certain benefits to BRIS:







Easier cross-border access to information (on companies);
Improved quality of data (in domestic business registers) with cross-border coherency;
Digital implementation of cross-border processes;
Increased possibilities for cross-border activities (for companies);
Transparency at EU level (regarding companies); and
Facilitation of cooperation and communication between registers.

Countries involved: All EU Member States.
Does it reuse current solutions? It reuses several CEF building blocks:




eDelivery;
eSignature;
eTranslation;

How can it contribute to eMandates? It allows organisations to access information in a crossborder context and enables a more secure way for the national business registers to
communicate with each other. On top of this, having this structure in place, business across
Europe will be able to enhance their communication and as such work together in a more
efficient way, or execute cross-border mergers and/or acquisitions. In combination with the
eMandates initiative, mandates can be granted to perform these actions cross-border, of which
an example has been given in business case 2 of ‘D.01.1-Study about cross-border
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interoperability of powers and mandates’, which describes the life event of starting a business
abroad.
BRIS can serve as a basis to meet IR-13, IR-16, OR-12, OR-14, OR-17, OR-19 and OR-24.
Level: European level
Link: https://ec.europa.eu/cefdigital/wiki/display/CEFDIGITAL/BRIS
1.1.1.9 European Education Connectivity Solution (EECS)
Description: The EECS project aims at developing a prototype campus card management
system that serves the requirements of the European Higher Education Institutions. The
system will facilitate secure access to a range of campus services and will allow education
institutions to share information using a common identification card. This card will act as a
student’s electronic key and will enable access to the student’s records on secure databases.
Countries/organisations involved: The consortium involved includes six participants from four
Member States (Ireland, Croatia, Poland and Sweden).
How can it contribute to eMandates? A cross-border management system will allow easier
collaboration between higher education institutions and students making use of foreign
education services. In combination with eMandates, the EECS will provide students, professors
and other academia with the possibility to easily share personal information or academic
records cross-border, which is closely linked to the academia pilot of STORK 2.0.
EECS can serve as a basis to meet OR-14, OR-17 and OR-20.
Level: European level
Link: http://www.eecscard.eu/
1.1.1.10 ESIDIS
Description: ESIDIS is the platform that governs public procurements in Greece. This portal
includes the preparation and notice publication of a tender, the submission of bids, evaluation
and contract awards. The aim is to enable contract monitoring, electronic orders and invoicing,
as well as electronic payments.
Countries/organisations involved: European organisations/suppliers from Austria, Estonia,
Iceland, Italy, Lithuania, Netherlands, Slovenia, Luxembourg, Slovakia, and Greece.
Does it reuse current solutions? It reuses the CEF eID building block.
How can it contribute to eMandates? This portal allows foreign organisations to gain access
to public tenders cross-border and further solidifies the Digital Single Market. These services
have also been included in the e-procurement event and business case number 3 of ‘D.01.1Study about cross-border interoperability of powers and mandates’, in which the process of how
eMandates can be of use when submitting a tender for public procurement abroad is described.
ESIDIS can serve as a basis to meet OR-12, OR-14, OR-15, OR-17 and OR-20.
Level: National level (Greece), allowing EU countries to participate in Greek public tenders.
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Link:
http://www.promitheus.gov.gr/webcenter/faces/oracle/webcenter/page/scopedMD/sd0cb90ef_26
cf_4703_99d5_1561ceff660f/Page122.jspx?wc.contextURL=/spaces/prod_ministry&_adf.ctrlstate=jd1dcvsec_4&_afrLoop=22978229268444655#%40%3F_afrLoop%3D229782292684446
55%26wc.contextURL%3D%252Fspaces%252Fprod_ministry%26_adf.ctrlstate%3D1av4jgfud0_4
1.1.1.11 Estonian e-Residency
Description: Estonia is the first country to offer the possibility for e-Residency, which is a
transnational digital identity for anyone in the world interested in administering a locationindependent business online. This enables secure and easy-to-use digital services that
facilitate credibility and trust online and to build their business cross-border in Estonia. eResidents can:
 Digitally sign documents and contracts
 Verify the authenticity of signed documents
 Encrypt and transmit documents securely
 Establish an Estonian company online within a day. At the moment a physical address in
Estonia is required, which may be obtained using an external service provider.
 Administer the company from anywhere in the world.
 Conduct e-banking and remote money transfers. Establishing an Estonian bank account
currently requires one in-person meeting at the bank, and is at the sole discretion of our
banking partners.
 Access online payment service providers
 Declare Estonian taxes online. e-Residency does not automatically establish tax
residency. To learn about taxation and to avoid double taxation please consult a tax
professional.
e-Residents receive a smart ID card which provides:
 digital identification and authentication to secure services
 digital signing of documents
 digital verification of document authenticity
 document encryption
Target audience: Citizens and organisations outside Estonia, also non-EU countries.
How can it contribute to eMandates? This initiatives further strengthens cross-border
collaboration between non-Estonian citizens and businesses, and the Estonian public services.
Together with the eMandates in place, it will allow both legal as natural persons to easily open a
business cross-border, whether it is via a mandate or not. An example on how this would take
place in practice, has been described in business case number 2 of ‘D.01.1-Study about crossborder interoperability of powers and mandates’, in which the life event of starting a business
abroad has been described.
e-Resident can serve as a basis to meet OR-12, OR-14, OR-15, OR-17 and OR-20.
Level: National level (Estonia).
Link: https://e-estonia.com/e-residents/about/, https://e-estonia.com/component/e-residency/
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1.1.1.12 New Computerised Transit System (NCTS)
Description: NCTS, also known as Transit, is a European-wide customs declaration system.
This allows to process transit declarations electronically. On top of this, organisations are able
to notify local customs of incoming or outgoing goods and it allows for local customs to check
whether taxes have been or have to be paid or not. Registration for NCTS is available online.
A PIN is sent to the managing director of the business, and can then be used to activate the
NCTS online account. Once registered, setting up other users within the organisation is
possible.
Countries involved: All EU countries and EFTA countries (Norway, Switzerland, Liechtenstein
and Iceland).
How can it contribute to eMandates? It is a European tool supporting the cross-border
movement of goods within the EU. The same level of interoperability is required to manage
eMandates and this will allow for more efficient transportation of goods and services. In addition,
this declaration system will provide a more enhanced system to perform the life event described
in ‘D.01.1-Study about cross-border interoperability of powers and mandates’, in which a
mandate can be provided to a natural or legal person cross border, to allow him to fulfil business
taxation obligations at the end of the fiscal year.
NCTS can serve as a basis to meet IR-15, OR-06, OR-12, OR-14, OR-17 and OR-20.
Level: European level
Link: http://www.langdonsystems.com/ncts_overview.asp, https://www.gov.uk/guidance/usingthe-new-computerised-transit-system-to-move-goods-across-the-eu-and-efta-countries
1.1.1.13 X-road between Finland and Estonia
Description: Finland and Estonia created a joint data exchange platform based on Estonia’s
X-Road, which allows databases from the two countries to interact and assist with crossborder services and make e-services accessible to Estonian and Finnish citizens. They aim at
launching mutually beneficial automated data exchange in the areas of:






Population registry data (e.g. Change of address, deaths, family events). The legislative
and structural possibilities shall be examined and mutual understanding concerning the
preconditions for an intergovernmental agreement shall be reached;
Company registry data (e.g. General company information, representation rights, trade
bans);
Digital medical prescriptions;
Social insurance benefits and payments (e.g. Data on parental benefits, pensions, health
insurance, unemployment insurance, etc.); and
Maritime registries, ship and seafarer certificates.

Both countries are also looking into the potential for bilateral data exchange in the following
areas:






Educational qualifications;
Tax records (e.g. Tax arrears, declared revenues, vat payments);
Digital health records;
Vehicle and traffic registries; and
Police and criminal records (e.g. Traffic fines).
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The data exchange layer determines how information and services are transferred between
information systems.The layer is like an information broker through which public administration
and companies can access other services and databases linked to the layer. The data
exchange layer purpose is:





to facilitate the creation of a coherent entity of services and databases
to enable the creation of a standardised, secure and controlled environment
to lower the threshold for information exchange
to enable new operating and implementation models

Countries involved: Estonia and Finland.
How can it contribute to eMandates? The project aims at further contributing to the crossborder collaboration between the two countries and make use of each other’s e-services. The
use of a joint data exchange can, in the context of eMandates, also allow to share eMandates
based on electronic identities. At the same time, as the goal of the two initiatives – provide eservices / e-mandates cross border - are closely intertwined, the two can support and
supplement each other where possible.
X-road can serve as a basis to meet OR-14, OR-17 and OR-20.
Does it reuse current solutions? It reuses Estonia’s X-Road platform.
Level: National level
Link: https://e-estonia.com/x-road-between-finland-and-estonia/
1.1.1.14 OpenText Intelligent Web Forms
Description: The software solution ‘Intelligent Web Forms’ enables any business, but
particularly small and medium-sized businesses (SMB) to create, send and receive electronic
documents using a web browser.
Countries/organisation involved: Small and Medium-Sized Businesses, as well as the
commercial provider of the IWF product, the Canadian company OpenText.
How can it contribute to eMandates? Intelligent Web Forms can be used to send requests to
public governments to provide the power of representation electronically and to enable
organisations to provide their clients with seamless access to their data. In combination with
eMandates, both legal and natural persons will be able to grant others with the power to access
their personal data. In addition, the use of Intelligent Web Forms is based on the same
metadata which can be used in the cross-border context.
Intelligent Web Forms can serve as a basis to meet OR-04, OR-05, OR-14, OR-17 and OR-20.
Level: National level/individual organisations
Link: http://www.opentext.com/who-we-are
1.1.1.15 Single Window
Description: The Single Window environment has been defined as a concept providing a
single point of contact or system, which allows organisations to transfer or deposit information
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and documents to fulfil all import, export and transit related regulatory requirements at once
and thus supporting the ‘once only’ principle.
Countries/organisation involved: Several European countries have national Single Windows.
How can it contribute to eMandates: These Single Windows support the once-only principle
which means there is only one single point of contact. Having the eMandates in place,
organisations can authorize one person to perform these actions in their name, increasing
efficiency and effectivity as described in the life event presented in ‘D.01.1-Study about crossborder interoperability of powers and mandates’, in which a mandate can be provided to a
natural or legal person cross border, to allow him to fulfil business taxation obligations at the
end of the fiscal year.
Single Window can serve as a basis to meet OR-14, OR-17 and OR-20.
Level: European level
Link: https://ec.europa.eu/transport/modes/maritime/e-maritime_en
1.1.2 Semantic layer
In this section, we list all the identified solutions related to the semantic layer of the EIF, being
mainly software and services focusing on powers and mandates interoperability as well as data
models and vocabularies.
1.1.2.1 Self Service Mandate System (SSMS)
Description: This is a Belgian online system were citizens or organisations can manage, i.e.
create, adjust and delete, their fiscal mandates and health mandates. For example, the platform
allows a citizen to provide a fiscal mandate to his accountant in order for the accountant to
manage the citizen’s tax declaration. This can be done by using their eID. The system uses eID
as a unique identifier for natural and legal persons, this unique identifier is the national register
number which is stored in the Kruispuntbank. National privacy regulation dictates that
authorisation by the Sectoral Comite of the national register is needed to process this
information. Organisations can be identified based on their organisational number.
Countries/organisations involved: Belgian organisations and citizens
How can it contribute to eMandates? The SSMS is an electronic application of the public
sector enabling a mandatee or mandator to electronically grant or end a mandate by the use of
an eID and personal code or token. It is therefore a national solution that can serves as
reference to build a cross-border eMandates solution.
The system allows to create a mandate, appoint a mandatee and/or accept a mandate. Before a
mandate can be used, it must always be signed by both parties. Either party may at any time
amend, terminate or withdraw a mandate. There are several types of mandate depending on the
e-Gov services. Creating or managing a mandate is very easy (demo). The application allows
the following actions:


Creating mandates
o Defining mandate parameters such as start date, end date, mandate reference,
language,…
o Choosing a mandate (Tax-on-web ITR, Tax-on-web ITR/NRI, VAT, BIZTAX,
MYMINFIN)
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o







Identifying the actor (natural and legal persons) and its role (mandator,
mandatee)
 Citizen (National number, Address, Number, ZIP Code)
 Enterprise (Enterprise number and Name)
Cancelling mandates
Transferring mandates to a new mandatee (from the mandatory role)
Signing mandates
Search for mandates
Performing the above operations massively via a file

Types of available mandates:



Fiscal mandates (Income Tax Return for residents and non residents-individuals through
Tax-on-web, Myminfin, Biztax, Intervat)
'Healthcare' mandates are used to allow access to an application that aims to provide
support to health care (invoicing third-party payment, global medical file, insurability ...).
Currently, the mandates may be assigned to individuals, care institutions identified by a
NIHDI number (group of nurses, retirement, labo ...) and enterprises.

Mandats can serve as a basis to meet IR-01, IR-04, IR-06, IR-12, IR-13, IR-14, IR-15, OR-04,
OR-05, OR-07, OR-08, OR-09, OR-10, OR-12, OR-17, OR-22 and OR-23.
Level: National level (Belgium)
Link: https://www.csam.be/nl/beheer-mandaten.html, https://www.csam.be/en/managementmandates.html
http://www.loginhulp.be/62.php?langue=EN
1.1.2.2 eRecognition (eHerkenning)
Description: eRecognition (legal entities) is an electronic application functioning as an
electronic identification and recognition ‘gate’, allowing users to access and use different
services while only using one single user eID and password. The basic features of eHerkenning
are as follows:






Identifying and authenticating a company that is conducting business.
Requesting and using an authentication token.
Registering an authorisation and consulting this in an authorisations register
(authorisation).
Connecting to- and purchasing a service.
Requesting so-called self-declared attributes that the user provides. Data can only be
given to the service provider whose web service has been logged into with the explicit
consent of the involved party.

Roles within eHerkenning:


Resources Publisher: This logs in to (employees of) companies. These login means are
personal. The resource issuer performs the required identity check (based on passport,
driver's license and identity card) in accordance with the requirements for each level of
trust.
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Authentication Service: Has the responsibility for authenticating executive natural
persons (who log in).
Permission: Has the responsibility for registering and maintaining powers and controlling
powers. This registry determines which (person-based authentication means) is
authorized. An authorization can only be recorded by the legal representative (as
stipulated in KvK) or any person authorized by it.
EHerkenmakelaar: Set up interfaces and make technical connections at the connection.
Constitutes the link point between the eHerkenning network and the service providers,
and has a router and navigation function in the network.

eHerkenning can already be used in the business, government and consumer sectors. Features
such as supply chain authorisations and single sign on have been added to release 1.7. New
features such as electronic signatures and the Machine-2-Machine domain are currently being
developed. The attributes used by the system are published here:
https://afsprakenstelsel.etoegang.nl/display/as/Attribute+elements. The information security
requirements can be found here:
https://afsprakenstelsel.etoegang.nl/display/as/Information+security+requirements
DigiD Authorisation (natural persons) - This enables to give someone else permission to
manage affairs with the government online on your behalf using their own DigiD (identification
system for Dutch government websites consisting on a username and a password). Deciding
what to authorise someone for and for what length of time is possible.
Countries/organisations involved: Several Dutch public organisations and its citizens
How can it contribute to eMandates? eRecognition allows its users and organisations to grant
mandates to other users, providing them with the necessary power and accesses to represent
their own organisation.
eHerkenning can serve as a basis to meet IR-01, IR-13, IR-14, OR-04, OR-05, OR-12, OR-17,
OR-19 and OR-23.
Level: National level (The Netherlands)
Link: https://www.eherkenning.nl/inloggen-met-eherkenning/machtigen/
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/community/epractice/case/erecognition-authentication-andauthorisation-legal-entities
https://www.digid.nl/en/authorisation
1.1.2.3 Katso Interface
Description: The Katso system is offered by the Finnish Population Register Centre and is
designed for corporate taxpayers to facilitate secure sign-in in order to start using electronically
provided services. However, these can only be used on the condition that one is able to identify
him or herself, which is only possible via the Katso ID, which is currently free of charge. Katso
ID and Password can be set up for:



Representatives of a Finnish-registered company, who are foreign citizens, and
Representatives of a foreign-registered company. They may be either Finnish or foreign
citizens.
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The Katso identifiers of an individual who has the right to sign for the company may be assigned
the Master privileges for one or more companies. Master Users can manage their organisation’s
details in the Katso interface and grant and receive authorisations. Employees of the company
may set up Katso identifiers for themselves. They can use the Katso interface for managing its
details and authorisations. The Master User grants them authorisations. Foreign citizens must
present notarized documentation to prove their identity and their right to sign for the company as
the Katso Master User.
Countries/organisations involved: Finland and its citizens
How can it contribute to eMandates? The Katso interface allows its users to manage the
electronic Katso ID’s that belong to their companies, including any ID-related data and
information, and internal and external authorisations that their company may grant to various
users.
Katso can serve as a basis to meet IR-15, OR-14, OR-17 and OR-20.
Level: National level (Finland)
Link: https://www.vero.fi/enUS/Precise_information/eFiling/Katso_Identification/Power_of_Attorney_for_electronic_filing
1.1.2.4 KoFuVi (PoC) and AltInn
Description:
KoFuVi is a Proof of Concept (PoC) that is being carried out by the Norwegian Government
which has to main priorities:
1. Establish common solutions for registration of digital contact and authorizations, as well
as making the information available (representation powers and mandates for
businesses)
2. Legal regulation of the obligation to register digital notification-information (automated
service regarding mandates and representation powers for citizens)
AltInn is a web-portal for digital dialogue between businesses, individuals and government
agencies. Altinn is also a technical platform which government entities can use to create digital
services. It contains possibilities to handle/define roles and mandates/rights. The role-function is
based on XACML, which gives the possibility to define the roles and mandates in a structured
manner.
Countries/organisations involved: Norway and its citizens
How can it contribute to eMandates? KoFuVi and AltInn establish common solutions
regarding mandates and representation powers for citizens and businesses. It also serves as a
reference to handle/define roles and mandates/rights.
KoFuVi and AltInn can serve as a basis to meet IR-03, IR-14, OR-14, OR-17 and OR-20.
Level: National level (Norway)
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Link: https://www.altinn.no/en/Portalhelp/Administer-rights/Delegation-of-rights
1.1.2.5 Electronic Power of Attorney Registration (EPOAR)
Description: The Electronic Power of Attorney Registration (EPOAR) is an electronic facility
which provides the service to check the validity of the Powers of Attorney (POA), as submitted
by its users under the Adults with Incapacity (Scotland) Act 2000. More concrete, the PoA
allows you to draft a plan describing what you want another person to do for you in the future,
should you become incapable of making decisions about your own affairs. The following
features are available:




Registering attorney details
Updating or deleting existing attorney details.
Uploading a deed (must be a PDF file and cannot have a file size of more than 2 MB).

Countries/organisations involved: Scotland and its citizens
How can it contribute to eMandates? The service the EPOAR provides heavily relies on the
correct and personal verification and identification of its users, and the authorisations and
representation powers provided to one another. As such, the service is closely linked to the
representation power of the eMandates.
EPOAR can serve as a basis to meet OR-04, OR-14, OR-15, OR-16, OR-17 and OR-20, OR21.
Level: National level (Scotland)
Link: https://epoar.publicguardian-scotland.gov.uk/
http://www.publicguardian-scotland.gov.uk/power-of-attorney/epoar/further-epoar-information
https://www.digital.austria.gv.at/personal-identifiers
1.1.2.6 Electronic Mandate Service: create eMandates via eID
Description: This Austrian service allows individuals with an electronic mandate agreement to
use their citizen card to carry out procedures on someone else’s behalf. The representative can
either be a natural or legal person.
Authentication requires the SourcePIN Register Authority to verify the unique identifier of
natural persons. The online mandate service uses information from different registers like the
‘Austrian Register of Company Names’.
The SourcePIN Register Authority Regulation specifies the tasks of the SourcePIN Register
Authority which are necessary for the implementation of the citizen card concept and the
cooperation with its service providers. The main provisions deal with the following:



The process for creating identity links, in particular the duties of registration offices, the
validation of identity, and the identity link dataset.
The transformation of sector-specific personal identifiers (ssPIN) into ssPINs from
other sectors, generating ssPINs for certain mandate relationships and the
configuration of data applications from the controller from the public sector.
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The electronic presentation and verification of mandate relationships as pertains to the
citizen card concept. One of the remarkable achievements of the citizen card concept is
the possibility to represent mandate relationships electronically. The SourcePIN Register
Authority signs the mandate dataset and thus prevents forgery of such datasets
stored on citizen cards. The SourcePIN Register Authority enables users to view and
revoke mandates online.

The specified XML data structure of the electronic mandate contains the identification data for
the principal (the person to be represented) and the representative. There are various options
for the contents of the mandate: it can be registered without any restrictions, for example with
full mandate rights, or it can contain restrictions for the period of validity or transaction
limits that can currently be read in an automated manner. Within the scope of eGovernment
cooperation, standard text blocks will be defined that can be combined to create complex
mandate agreements that still can be checked automatically.
Mandates are stored in constitutive registers. There is a register for bilateral mandates operated
by the Austrian data protection authority. Mandates for legal persons are stored in different
places (e.g. in the company register, the central register of associations and the supplementary
register for other legal persons). All mandate information is managed within these registers
(including revoke) and is queried on-the-fly in case of authentication with the Austrian eID.
Each mandate type has a specific Object identifier (OID), which are hierarchically defined. So
mandates can be semantically identified, e.g. specific mandates with a sub-OID restricting the
scope of a more generic mandate.
Mandate information are exchanged as signed SAML2 attributes. An Austrian profile of the
SAML standard, the so-called Portalverbund (Portal network) is used for this. The SAML2
assertion holds both the attributes for the eID identification and authentication as well as the
mandate information, including sector-specific PINs, name, date of birth for both the mandator
and the representative.
Countries/organisations involved: Austria and its citizens
How can it contribute to eMandates? This service is a clear example on how eMandates can
be handled electronically.
Electronic Mandate Service can serve as a basis to meet IR-03, IR-04, IR-06, IR-07, IR-16, OR02, OR-04, OR-05, OR-08, 0R-12, 0R-17 and OR-22.
Level: National level (Austria)
Link: http://www.digital.austria.gv.at/site/6593/default.aspx
https://www.digital.austria.gv.at/mandates
1.1.2.7 @Podera
Description: The Spanish @Podera system is an electronic registry for powers of attorney and
other forms of representation. It allows citizens to authorise third parties to act in their name,
online or offline, in public administrative proceedings. The power of attorney starts being valid
up to 48 hours after being registered.
The system allows mandators to:
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Create a power of attorney for one or more procedures (to any individual or company,
providing in the latter case the company name and the NIF of the same and its legal
representative) by:
o Choosing the purpose(s) of the power.
o Introducing the information related to the natural person or representative of the
legal person who will be the mandatee.
o Introducing the validity period.
o Signing powers by using a digital certificate.
Consult their powers
Extend the validity of their powers of attorney
Revoke powers
Receive notifications

It also allows mandatees to:





Consult their powers
Reject powers
Confirm powers (if the associated procedures so require)
Receive notifications

Countries/organisations involved: Spain and its citzens
How can it contribute to eMandates? Just like the Electronic Mandate Service in Austria,
@Podera is again a clear example on the successful implementation of an eMandate service.
@Podera can serve as a basis to meet IR-04, IR-06, OR-04, OR-05, OR-06, OR-07, OR-08,
OR-12, OR-17 and OR-23.
Level: National level (Spain)
Link: https://administracionelectronica.gob.es/ctt/rea/infoadicional#.WP21gGmGOpo,
https://sede.administracion.gob.es/PAG_Sede/ServiciosElectronicos/RegistroElectronicoDeApo
deramientos.html#3
1.1.2.8 Core Business Vocabulary
Description: The Core Business Vocabulary is a simplified, reusable and extensible data model
that captures the fundamental characteristics of a legal entity, e.g. the legal name, the activity,
address, etc. The final specification is available under an open licence (the ISA Open Metadata
License). It is one of the three Core Vocabularies developed in the context of ISA Action 1.1,
developed by a multidisciplinary Working Group5 with people from 22 countries (EU and nonEU). As of January 2013, there is an RDF syntax of the Core Business Vocabulary published on
the W3C standards track, revised as Registered Organisation Vocabulary.
It is a starting point for developing interoperable e-Government systems as it allows mappings
with existing data models, this allows public administrations to create cross-border and crosssector interoperability. The Core Business Vocabulary specification was for example used as a
foundation for defining the information exchange model for legal entities and branches in the
context of the Business Register Interconnection System (BRIS).
5

https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/asset/core_business/document/core-vocabularies-working-group-members
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Countries/organisations involved: European Commission.
How can it contribute to eMandates? Using the same metadata allows to easily share
information cross-border and ensure interoperability between stakeholders. Core Business
Vocabulary can be used to:




identify legal persons (organisations) based on a unique identifier.
identify the organisation's activity, i.e. sector based on the NACE code and as such link
the sector to specific restrictions.
identify the organisation's type, e.g.,GmbH, LLC, etc.

The Core Business Vocabulary can serve as a basis to meet IR-01, IR-13, IR-16, and OR-19.
Level: European level
Link: https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/asset/core_business/description
1.1.2.9 Core Person Vocabulary
Description: The Core Person Vocabulary is, like the Core Business Vocabulary, a simplified,
reusable and extensible data model that captures the fundamental characteristics of a person,
e.g. the name, the gender, the date of birth, the location, etc. It is, just like Core Business
Vocabulary, available under open licence (ISA Open Metadata License).
Countries/organisations involved: European Commission.
How can it contribute to eMandates? Using the same metadata allows to easily share
information cross-border and ensure interoperability between stakeholders. Core Person
Vocabulary can be used to:



describe and identify natural persons.
add legal restriction to a mandate based on certain specific requirements like age,
citizenship.

The Core Person Vocabulary can serve as a basis to meet IR-01, IR-12, IR-14, IR-15, and OR19.
Level: European level
Link: https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/asset/core_business/description
1.1.3 Organisational layer
In this section, we list all the identified solutions related to the organisational layer of the EIF,
being mainly European frameworks and initiatives focusing on interoperability in different
domains within the scope of this study such as Health.
1.1.3.1 European Interoperability Framework (EIF)
Description: In order to further align public administrations and provide the ability for
organisations to interacts, the European Commission decided to create the EIF. The purpose is
to inspire European public administrations to deliver seamless public services to other public
administrations citizens and businesses. In addition it aims at providing guidance how to design
and updates national interoperability frameworks and aims at building on a digital single market.
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Several national governments have created their own interoperability frameworks to better
collaborate cross-border, cross-organisation and cross-sector. The following, but most likely
there are more, have been identified, e.g.:








Austrian Interoperability Framework.
Link: https://www.ref.gv.at/uploads/media/Austrian_Interoperability_Framework__AIF1.0.0_.pdf
Bulgarian Framework for Interoperability of Information Systems.
Link: https://www.mtitc.government.bg/archive/page.php?category=464&id=3648
French Interoperability Framework (Référentiel Général d’Interopérabilité).
Link:
http://references.modernisation.gouv.fr/sites/default/files/Referentiel_General_Interopera
bilite_V2.pdf
Spanish National Interoperability Framework.
Link:
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/sites/default/files/NIF_Spain_Global_Approach_to_Interopera
bility.pdf
Collaboration on Interoperability Framework between Austria and Former Yugoslav
Republic of Macedonia (FYROM).
Link: https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/community/nifo/case/austria-and-fyrom-collaborateinteroperability-framework

Countries/organisations involved: Several European countries are involved (Austria,
Belgium, Croatia, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Italy,
Luxembourg, Malta, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Slovenia, Slovakia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland,
Netherlands, Turkey, United Kingdom).
How can it contribute to eMandates? The EIF aligns the public administrations in different
countries on an organisational level to improve cross-border collaboration between different
Level: European and national level
Link: https://ec.europa.eu/isa2/eif_en
1.1.3.2 ISA²
Description: The ISA² programme, which is running from January 1st, 2016, until December
31st, 2020, has been launched with the goal to support the development of digital solutions
enabling public administrations, businesses and citizens in Europe to benefit from interoperable
cross-border and cross-sector public services.
Countries/organisations involved: European Commission.
How can it contribute to eMandates? The programme is highly aligned with several other
Commission initiatives, such as the Digital Single Market Strategy and the CEF-digital, and will
therefore as well impact this study on representation power and mandates.
Level: European level
Link: https://ec.europa.eu/isa2/isa2_en
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1.1.3.3 The once-only principle
Description: The once-only principle is a concept coming forward in the eGovernment Action
Plan 2016-2020 which aims at improving cross-border and cross-organisational interoperability.
This will result in citizens and organisations having to share information only once with public
administrations and avoiding the hassle of doing this every time citizens or organisations come
in contact with public administrations.
TOOP establishes implements, operates and delivers real-life pilots that validate the “OnceOnly” principle for businesses and proves its feasibility at EU level. Pilot area 1: Cross-border eService for Business Mobility Pilot, includes the following scenarios:


Participation in public procurement procedures cross-border



Extending businesses to other countries



Administrations checking the mandates of business representatives



Standard Business Reporting

Countries/organisations involved: European Commission6
How can it contribute to eMandates? The cross-border and cross-organisational
interoperability can only be made possible by the fluent collaboration between public
administrations. This collaboration is also required to enable electronic power of representation
and mandates.
Level: European level
Link: https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/once-only-principle-toop-projectlaunched-january-2017
http://toop.eu/piloting
1.1.3.4 European Interoperability Reference Architecture (EIRA)
Description: The European Interoperability Reference Architecture (EIRA) will help public
administrations to provide interoperable European public services between other public
administrations, businesses and citizens by providing a reference architecture. EIRA considers
the four interoperability layers recommended by the European Interoperability Framework
(EIF): Legal, Organisational, Semantic and Technical. It has four main characteristics:





Common terminology to achieve a minimum level of coordination: to enable a
minimal common understanding of the most important building blocks.
Reference architecture for delivering digital public services: to categorize
(re)usable building blocks of eGovernment solutions.
Technology- and product-neutral and a service-oriented architecture (SOA) style
by promoting ArchiMate as a modelling notation.
Alignment with EIF and TOGAF.

6

Various countries including Belgium have also already performed ‘OnlyOnce’ projects in the past, within a
national scope.
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Countries/organisations involved: European Commission.
How can it contribute to eMandates? A common reference architecture will further enable
interoperability between public administrations cross-border. This can support the ability to
provide eMandates cross-border.
Level: European level
Link: https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/asset/eia/description#EIA
1.1.3.5 EPSOS
Description: epSOS is an initiative striving at providing a qualitative and seamless healthcare
system to all European citizens. It is concentrated on developing a practical eHealth framework
and underlying ICT infrastructure, enabling secure access to patient health information.
Providing access to health records and information is one of the main real-life events as defined
in business case number 6 of ‘D.01.1-Study about cross-border interoperability of powers and
mandates’, which means that the requirements for electronic representation power and
mandates will be heavily relying on the accessibility, usability and interoperability of the
framework and underlying ICT infrastructure.
Target audience: All European citizens, 22 EU Member States and 3 non-EU Member States.
How can it contribute to eMandates? The creation of an eHealth framework, with an
underlying IT infrastructure supporting it, enables the effective offering of cross-border eHealth
services to all European citizens.
Level: European level
Link: http://www.epsos.eu/
1.1.3.6 Semantic Interoperability for Health Network (SemanticHealthNet)
Description: SemanticHealthNet is a EU-funded project supported by a consortium of 17
European organisations. SemanticHealthNet aims at creating a scalable and sustainable panEuropean organisational and governance process for the semantic interoperability of clinical
and biomedical knowledge.
Countries/organisations involved: Consortium of 17 European organisations.
How can it contribute to eMandates? SemanticHealthNet aims at creating semantic
interoperability of electronic health record systems (EHR). This includes definitions of
terminology such as pathology, and diagnosis, which are stepping stones towards having
interoperability and subsequent cross-border information sharing and mandate processing.
Level: European level
Link: http://www.semantichealthnet.eu/index.cfm/news/
1.1.3.7 CALLIOPE – Call for Interoperability (eHealth)
Description: CALLIOPE is a network of collaborating organisations charged with planning and
implementation of eHealth initiatives. Many eHealth initiatives have been set up over the years
enabling health professional to consult medical files of their patients, however, these initiatives
are often limited by borders. CALLIOPE runs parallel to the epSOS project and provides a
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European platform that facilitates the open dialogue and strategic collaborations with relevant
stakeholders to further extend the development and deployment of interoperable eHealth
services.
Countries/organisations involved: European Commission.
How can it contribute to eMandates? In the context of CALLIOPE several interoperability
initiatives have been launched for health professionals accessing patient medical files crossborder. This already includes the mandate of a health professional to access patient medical
files.
Level: European level
Links:


http://www.calliope-network.eu/



https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/community/epractice/case/call-interoperability

1.1.4 Legal layer
In this section, we list all the identified solutions related to the legal layer of the EIF, being
mainly regulations and directives with an impact on powers and mandates interoperability.
1.1.4.1 eIDAS
Description: The Regulation (EU) N°910/2014 on electronic identification and trust services for
electronic transactions in the internal market, or eIDAS in short, is a regulation aimed at
improving and facilitating the electronic interactions between businesses, citizens and public
authorities across borders. Where the eIDAS Regulation is focused on electronic Trust Services
(eTS) and the accessibility on public services in other EU countries, the services mentioned in
this study entail a much broader scope. However, as the implementation of the Electronic
identification (eID) plays an important role in both the eIDAS Regulation as the electronic
representation of power and mandates, where the identification and authentication of one’s
identity is crucial, the two are closely linked.
Countries/organisations involved: All 28 Member States of the European Union
How can it contribute to eMandates: The eIDAS regulation is directly aimed at improving the
electronic interactions between businesses and citizens, allowing them to provide and enjoy
services directly via their eID. It also provides electronic signatures and seals to guarantee
integrity and document/transaction authenticity. The required infrastructure and identification
schemes and infrastructure, will be related to the implementation of the eMandates.
eIDAS is the basis to meet IR-12 and IR-13.
Level: European level
Link: http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legalcontent/EN/TXT/?uri=uriserv:OJ.L_.2014.257.01.0073.01.ENG
1.1.4.2 Rome I regulation (593/2008/EC)
Description: The regulation sets out which law must be used to interpret contracts with an
international element agreed by parties in different countries. This law relates to the electronic
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representation of power and mandates since this will decide which regulation applies. E.g. if
person A from country A, gives person B from country B, the mandate to sign a contract with a
company X from country B, it should be unambiguously clear which regulation applies.
Countries/organisations involved: All 28 Member States of the European Union
How can it contribute to eMandates: The Rome I regulation will play an important role in the
implementation of the eMandates, as the regulation will need to clearly define which law(s) will
be applicable when providing mandates cross-border, between countries with different
regulations.
Level: European level
Link: http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/LSU/?uri=CELEX:32008R0593
1.1.4.3 The Services Directive (2006/123/EC)
Description: The Services in the Internal Market Directive aim at setting up a single market for
services within the European Union by removing legal and administrative barriers to trade. This
can be supported by the implementation of the required infrastructure, guidelines and assets for
the eMandates project as its goal is in line with the service directive’s goals.
Countries/organisations involved: All 28 Member States of the European Union
How can it contribute to eMandates: The eMandates initiative can support the Services
Directive by creating a single market, making it easier to use cross-border services.
Level: European level
Link: http://ec.europa.eu/growth/single-market/services/services-directive/
1.1.4.4 SEPA Direct Debit (SSD) – eMandate option (banking/financial sector)
Description: In order to promote and support the European payments integration and
development, i.e. the Single Euro Payments Area (SEPA), the European Payments Council
(EPC) developed the SEPA Direct Debit (SDD) Schemes. SSD allows a creditor to collects
funds from the account of the debtor, provided that a signed mandate was granted by the
debtor to the creditor.
Countries/organisations involved: the 34 countries in the SEPA zone
How can it contribute to eMandates: In addition to the SDD on paper, they provide an
eMandate option, which enables the possibility to issue mandates through electronic channels
and is as such widely used in online banking services.
Level: European level
Link: http://www.europeanpaymentscouncil.eu/index.cfm/sepa-direct-debit/the-sdd-mandate/

4. Proposed assessment process
This section establishes the assessment process which will help independent reviewers to
objectively assess whether a particular solution can be considered as cross-border
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interoperable through a transparent procedure based on the set of feasibility criteria developed
under ‘D.2.1.c Set of feasibility criteria for solutions which meet the information requirements
described in D.2.1.a’. The long list of solutions can be found in section 3.
In order to avoid subjective judgments in the process of developing an ordered classification, i.e.
from first position to last position, a stratification strategy to rank the solutions have been
followed. This means that, by making use of the proposed feasibility criteria, the solutions have
been hierarchically arranged into three different layers, graded by relevancy, on the basis of the
assessment outcomes.
The assessment process itself consists of two steps:
1. Assess the identified solutions against the list of common requirements: solutions
are examined, assessed and linked to those requirements that are related to them.
2. Identify best practices to build a cross-border and cross-sector powers and mandates
interoperability landscape.
3. Divide the solutions into those helping to meet the information requirements and those
helping to meet other requirements having an impact on the information requirements.
4. Assess the solutions helping to meet the information requirements against the
feasibility criteria
a. Hard criteria: solutions meeting the hard criteria are considered as solutions
which can be considered as references and reusable to achieve powers and
mandates interoperability. It is important to mention that when no information is
available to assess a hard criterion, the solutions has not been knocked out.
b. Soft criteria: solutions meeting the hard criteria are assessed against the soft
criteria in order to define a percentage of feasibility and further identify best
practices that can be re(used) to develop interoperability solutions contributing to
powers and mandates.
5. Rank the solutions by the result of the assessment done in step 4 and their levels of
reuse.

5. Rank of the solutions
This section ranks the solutions listed in the sections above by making use of the proposed
feasibility criteria described in D.2.1.c. The solutions will be hierarchically arranged into two
different layers on the basis of the assessment outcomes.

5.1 Classification of the propo sed solutions
The following list presents the solutions helping to meet the information requirements:
 STORK 2.0 pilot projects
 CEF Building Blocks
 Business Register Interconnection System (BRIS)
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New Computerised Transit System (NCTS)
Self Service Mandate System (SSMS)
eRecognition (eHerkenning)
Katso Interface
Electronic Mandate Service: create eMandates via eID
@Podera
Core Business Vocabulary
Core Person Vocabulary
eIDAS

Out of these solutions, the following list presents the solutions that meet the hard feasibility
criteria, and are consequently considered as reusable references solutions to achieve powers
and mandates interoperability.
 STORK 2.0 pilot projects
 CEF Building Blocks
 Business Register Interconnection System (BRIS)
 Self Service Mandate System (SSMS)
 eRecognition (eHerkenning)
 Katso Interface
 Electronic Mandate Service: create eMandates via eID
 @Podera
 Core Business Vocabulary
 Core Person Vocabulary
Finally, Table 1 presents the result of the assessment done by using the set of feasibility
criteria. Results show that solutions having a cross-border and cross-sector scope are higher
ranked than solutions with a national scope. This result is highly impacted by the information
that has been made available by the solution owners. At the same time, when documentation
is available in English, the assessment of the reusability levels is more accurate than when the
documentation is only available in national languages such as Austrian, Dutch or Spanish.
Table 1: Assessment result
ID

Solution name

Assesment
hard criteria
(%)

Assessment
Soft criteria
(%)

Assessment
All criteria
(%)

3.1.1.2

CEF Building Blocks

100

80

87,5

3.1.1.1

Stork 2.0 pilots

100

73,3

83,3

3.1.1.8

Business Register Interconnection System
(BRIS)

77,8

73,3

75

3.1.2.7

Core Business Vocabulary

66,7

73,3

70,8

3.1.2.8

Core Person Vocabulary

66,7

73,3

70,8

3.1.2.5

Electronic Mandate Service (Austria)

88,9

53,3

66,7

3.1.2.1

Self Service Mandate System (Belgium)

88,9

46,7

62,5

3.1.2.2

eRecognition (eHerkenning) (Netherlands)

88,9

46,7

62,5

3.1.2.6

@Podera (Spain)

88,9

46,7

62,5

3.1.2.3

Katso interface (Finland)

55,6

26,7

37,5
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5.2 Best practices based on the classified solutions
A list of best practices has been identified to help building an interoperable European crossborder landscape contributing to powers and mandates. These best practices have shown to
contribute to both interoperability aspects and the successful implementation of the related
solution.
These best practices are the following:
(1) Develop a common vocabulary for representation of powers and mandates by
following documented methodologies.
 Example: The methodology for elaborating a new XML schema based on the Core
Vocabularies (defined in the Core Vocabularies Handbook) comprises the following
steps: defining the context and requirements, selecting and reusing Core Vocabulary
Concepts, defining the business rules, binding the vocabulary to a syntax and
documenting the syntax and creating conformance mapping.
The process and Methodology for Developing Core Vocabularies 7 is described in
D3.1 – Process and Methodology for Core Vocabularies8. This document outlines the
process and methodology used for the development of Core Vocabularies in the
context of Action 1.1 of the ISA Programme on semantic interoperability for
eGovernment systems. Part of this action focuses on raising awareness about the
importance to agree on a small set of simplified, reusable, context-free Core
Vocabularies as a fundamental semantic basis for interoperable electronic public
services. The process and methodology are followed to assure that consensus on
such a Core Vocabulary can be reached and that they receive the widest possible
Member State participation during the development and later adoption. The process
described has been used in the development of the ADMS, Core Person, Core
Business and Core Location vocabularies.
(2) Relying on open standards, extensible data models and simplified dictionaries, to
ensure these are all portable and reusable by all Member States
 Example: BRIS 9 has developed an XML data model for the BRIS messaging
system, which reuses the Core Business Vocabulary. The benefits of this XML
data model include among others, achieving semantic interoperability by following
naming and design conventions and moving towards a common mind-set for
semantic interoperability. The new BRIS vocabulary reuses elements like the Legal
Entity class of the Core Business Vocabulary, demonstrating their cross-sector
nature and their easy reuse to support different policy-domain-specific applications.
 In essence, the BRIS XML data model provides a stable data specification based
on existing standards to exchange data between national platforms and the
central platform. Considering the flexible nature of the XML syntax several design
decision have been made for the BRIS XML Schema. Reuse at XML Schema level is

7

https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/node/43160
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/sites/default/files/e7/30/8d/D3.1Process%20and%20Methodology%20for%20Core%20Vocabularies_v1.01.pdf
9
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/community/semic/news/core-business-vocabulary-used-business-registersinterconnection-system
8
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not easy and requires many design decisions. What is most important is the
alignment of the data model with the Core Vocabularies at the conceptual level.
 BRIS Syntax binding10:
1. Representation format: BRIS adopts the XML Schema representation format
to describe the information exchange model or domain model;
2. Standard syntax bindings: BRIS chooses the Core Vocabularies standard
syntax bindings;
3. Naming and design rules: BRIS follows standard naming and design rules
(NDRs) based on UBL methodology and CEFACT methodology;
4. Use of existing mappings where available: BRIS uses the following
mappings:
a. Core Vocabularies XML schemas;
b. OASIS Universal Business Language 2.1;
c. UN/CEFACT CCL 13B.
5. Use standard syntax where available: BRIS uses Core Vocabularies standard
syntax: The information requirements that do not have a correspondence to a
Core Vocabulary concept are mapped to the proper element in the standard
syntax. Use the semantics of the standard syntax to identify the mapping;
6. Mint new terms where needed: BRIS defines new terms if an information
requirement cannot be bound to the standard syntax (e.g. Country);
7. Create specific schema (validation artefacts): BRIS creates specific schema
(XML schema) and XSD validation artefacts schema that defines the new
syntax.
(3) To ensure an accessible adaptation and implementation of the solution, it is key to build the
solution on the basis of existing solutions and services in the Member States, as much
as possible. This enables the solution to be reused and applicable in a broad range of
services and environments, ensuring maximum involvement and commitment of not only
the current stakeholders, but also of possible future solutions which will be able to reuse
part(s) of the eMandates solution.
 Example 1: The SPOCS solutions, which has been focused on reusing and building
on top of existing solutions and infrastructure in the Member States.
 Example 2: The new BRIS (Business Registers Interconnection System) reuses
elements of the Legal Entity class of the Core Business Vocabulary, demonstrating
their cross-sector nature and their easy reuse to support different policy-domainspecific applications.
 Example 3: The Core Vocabularies have reused existing libraries of core concepts
such as the Aggregate Core Components in the UN Centre for Trade Facilitation and
Electronic Business (UN/CEFACT) Core Component Library (CCL) or the
Schema.org type hierarchy. In addition, they are also based on several different
existing solutions, such as the Dublin Core Metadata Initiative (DCMI) and the
INSPIRE Directive.

10

https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/sites/default/files/eu_core_vocabularies_in_action_using_core_business_vocabulary
_in_the_eu_.pdf
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 Example 4: The STORK 2.0 bases itself on the common specifications and building
blocks for interoperable legal identities and mandates, on top of the interoperability
infrastructure developed in STORK.
(4) Considering existing solutions involving powers and mandates processes at national
level as references to build cross-border solutions.







Example 1: Self Service Mandate System (SSMS) - Belgium
Example 2: eRecognition (eHerkenning) - The Netherlands
Example 3: Katso Interface - Finland
Example 4: Electronic Power of Attorney Registration (EPOAR) - Scotland
Example 5: Electronic Mandate Service: create eMandates via eID - Austria
Example 6: @Podera - Spain

(5) Building solutions based on existing formalised technical specifications and
standards
 Example: The CEF building blocks are based on existing formalised technical
specifications and standards. They are intended to facilitate the adoption of common
technical specifications by projects across different policy domains with minimal (or
no) adaptations by providing services and sometimes sample software.
Conformance testing is provided to assess the compliance of any specific
implementation of the Building Blocks to these standards and technical
specifications. The building blocks can be combined and used in projects in any
domain or sector at European, national or local level.
(6) Starting by sharing, reuse and piloting cross-border solutions between two Member
States
 Example: Finland and Estonia created a joint data exchange platform based on
Estonia’s X-Road, which allows databases from the two countries to interact and
assist with cross-border services and make e-services accessible to Estonian and
Finnish citizens. They aim at launching mutually beneficial automated data
exchange.
(7) In a multilingual environment, such as the European Union, it is of utmost importance that
the documentation of the IT solution is available in different languages for reuse to be
as widespread as possible. The owner of the solution should document their IT solution in
multiple additional languages, or at least in English, to help users understand what the
solution is about and how to reuse it. When the volume of content to be translated is rather
high, the owner can use machine translation services, such as the CEF Automated
Translation.
 Example 1: The SPOCS solution has made multilingual glossaries and data
dictionaries available on their website.
(8) If possible, keeping as much aspects as possible free of charge or low in costs, both for
implementation and adaptation, will increase the reuse of the solution.
 For example, the products of the SPOCS projects are available for everyone without
any charge.
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(9) On top of the previous best practice, constructing the solution as such that it consists out of
different separate modules, which can either all be implemented, or just chosen modules,
will also improve interoperability, sharing and reuse of the solution.
 Example 1: Again, the SPOCS initiative proves to be a good example for this, as the
solution gives each country the possibility to implement either all or just chosen
modules, and provides new functionalities for the service providers on the PSCs.
(10)
A lot of different initiatives are currently working towards the so-called ‘Digital Single
Market’, aiming to open up digital opportunities for people and business and enhance
Europe’s position as a world leader in the digital economy. Constructing the solution in such
a way, and working towards the same goal will maximize the possibilities for many to
collaborate.
 Example 1: STORK 2.0 aims at becoming a key-enabler to support the open,
competitive digital economy envisaged in the Europe 2020 Strategy, and is aligned
with Key Actions in the Digital Agenda, thus contributing to Europe’s leadership role
of the eID market.
(11)
Communication and involving the shareholders as much as possible in both the
development as the implementation of the solution, is key, as this will allow the solution
to be enriched by the experience and knowledge of both public and relevant stakeholders.
Additionally, this also creates a base for future take-up beyond the current partnership.
 Example 1: STORK 2.0 offers the opportunity to other European countries, industry,
standardization bodies and other ICT-PSP projects to play an important role in
benefitting from and enriching the results of the project through knowledge sharing
via a number of open workshops, focus groups and dissemination channels.
(12)
Building interoperability agreements among Member States to ensure the
effectiveness of using harmonised vocabularies and solutions across Europe.
 Example: At the core the CEF building blocks are interoperability agreements
between European Union member states. They ensure cross-border/cross-sector
technical interoperability among heterogeneous information systems so citizens,
businesses and administrations can benefit from seamless digital public services
wherever they may be in Europe.

6. Conclusions and next steps
In light of the study on Semantic interoperability for representation powers and mandates, this
document has been created with the twofold objective of


Identify practices related to electronic power of representation and mandates in Europe
and its Member States and identify practices that can support future practices of
electronic power of representation and mandates; and



Rank the identified practices according to the feasibility criteria identified in deliverable
‘D2.1.c Set of feasibility criteria for solutions which meet the described information
requirements’.
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The study yielded a long list of solutions containing 34 identified solutions in total. Depending
on the type of solution, the solutions and initiatives identified have been categorised according
to the four levels of the European Interoperability Framework (EIF), i.e. legal, organisational,
semantic and technical. However, it is important to mention that aspects concerting the four
layers are also covered within the description of each solution. Of the identified solutions, there
are 15 solutions classified within the technical layer, 8 within the semantic layer, 7 within the
organisational and 4 within the legal layer.
The solutions have been assessed by following the assessment process described in section 4
which makes use of the set of feasibility criteria proposed in deliverable ‘D.2.1.c Set of feasibility
criteria for solutions which meet the information requirements described in D.2.1.a’.
As a result, a list of 10 solutions has been presented in section 5.1. These solutions correspond
to the most feasible solutions helping to meet the information requirements listed in D.2.1.a List
of common information requirements of the prioritized services/projects/domains.
The solutions contained in the ranked list are classified within the technical and semantic layers,
since these solutions provide the essence of software, services and extensible data models that
can be implemented as operational solutions. The solutions identified at the other layers are
supporting and/or prerequisite to those.
In addition, in section 5.2, 12 best practices have been identified to help building an
interoperable European cross-border landscape contributing to powers and mandates. These
best practices have shown to contribute to both interoperability aspects and the successful
implementation of the related solution. This will allow to develop solutions which will contribute
to powers and mandates interoperability and can be re(used) in cross-border and cross-sector
scenarios at European level.
These best practices and recommendations advice on aspects that can be considered as next
steps towards achieving cross-border and cross-sector interoperability for powers of
represenation and mandates. These aspects include among others:
1. Develop a common vocabulary for representation of powers and mandates by following
documented methodologies.
2. Considering existing solutions involving powers and mandates processes at national
level as references to build cross-border solutions.
3. Constructing the solution as such that it consists out of different separate modules,
which can either all be implemented, or just chosen modules, will also improve
interoperability, sharing and reuse of the solution.
4. Starting by sharing, reuse and piloting cross-border solutions between two Member
States
5. Communication and involving the shareholders as much as possible in both the
development as the implementation of the solution, is key, as this will allow the solution
to be enriched by the experience and knowledge of both public and relevant
stakeholders. Additionally, this also creates a base for future take-up beyond the current
partnership.
Building interoperability agreements among Member States to ensure the effectiveness of using
harmonised vocabularies and solutions across Europe.
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7. Annex I. Glossary of terms and acronyms
Table 2 lists the glossary of terms and acronyms.
Table 2: Glossary of terms and acronyms
Term
Description
DSM

Digital Single Market

EIF

European Interoperability Framework

Entity

Legal or natural person

EU

European Union

IR

Information Requirement

OR

Other requirements having an impact on the information requirements

ISA

Interoperability Solutions for Public Administrations

Legal person

Entity constituted under, or governed by, the law of a Member State, irrespective of their legal
form.

Mandate

Contract under which an entity (agent) undertakes to perform one or more legal acts in the
interest of another person (principal); the mandate includes the acts for which it was awarded
and those necessary for its completion.

Mandatee

Person who executes an activity in the name of the mandator; User of the mandate.

Mandator

Person who needs an activity executed in his name; Creator of the mandate.

MS

Member States

Natural person

Entity that is an individual human being who has its own legal personality

Role

Bundle of one or more authorisations linked to a specific type of entity in a specific context,
such as doctor, lawyer, police officer, nurse, etc.

US

User Story
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8. Annex II. Assessment of solutions
Table 3 contains an example of the assessment done to a proposed solution in order to check the compliance of the solution with the
feasibility criteria and decide if the solution can be considered for cross-border interoperability of power and mandates at European
level.
Solution: Business Register Interconnection System (BRIS)
Table 3: Example of assessment against feasibility criteria
Nr.

Criteria
type

Area

Criteria

Value

Comment

Assessmen
t

1

Hard

Legal

The solution MUST be compliant with the current European
and/or National laws or regulations.

BRIS is based on legal obligations set
out by Directive 2012/17/EU on the
interconnection of business registers
and the Implementing Regulation (EU)
2015/884

2

Hard

Legal

The solution MUST leverage the eIDAS regulation and its
implementing acts.

3

Hard

Organisatio
nal

The solution MUST address powers and mandates
interoperability at least at a National level (i.e. accessible
for all citizens in the country) and not be limited to regions.

4

Hard

Semantic

The solution MUST allow the identification and
representation of natural and legal persons as well as
mandates using clear and unambiguous meaning.

5

Hard

Semantic

The solution MUST contain a formal data model with a data
dictionary, describing the meaning of the entities, attributes
and relationships used.

6

Hard

Technical

The solution MUST protect the confidentiality and integrity
of the data as well as ensure high availability of its data and
services, as well as the privacy of the data subjects involved.

✅

7

Hard

Technical

The solution MUST allow secure data retention,
information storage and retrieval.

✅

8

Hard

Technical

The solution MUST be implementable in a reasonable
amount of time.

✅

✅

✅
✅

European level.

Not applicable.

✅

BRIS Vocabulary
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9

Hard

Technical

The solution MUST leverage the existing eIDAS nodes
infrastructure to the extent possible.

Not applicable.

10

Soft

Legal

The solution SHOULD be open-by-default (i.e. enabling
reuse, participation/access and transparency).

It aims at connecting the different EU
business registers to facilitate the
access to information on EU
companies for the public

✅

11

Soft

Legal

The solution SHOULD fit within and contribute to the
realisation of interoperability-specific or policy-specific
initiatives at EU level, such as the Digital Single Market
Strategy[3], the European e-Government Action Plan 20162020[4], the ISA2 Programme[5], the CEF Digital[6], etc.

It supports the European Single
Market Strategy

✅

12

Soft

Organisatio
nal

The solution SHOULD be cross-border-by-default (i.e.
accessible for all citizens in the EU).

It aims to connect all registers from all
EU countries

✅

13

Soft

Organisatio
nal

The solution SHOULD be cross-sector-by-default (i.e.
accessible for different organisational domains).

It focuses on all organisations and
businesses cross-sector

✅

14

Soft

Organisatio
nal

The solution SHOULD be user-centric-by-default (i.e.
principles such as usability, multi-channel service delivery,
provision of the information that is absolutely necessary
once only or having an identified governance and
maintenance organisation, with a clear single point of
contact, should be considered).

✅

15

Soft

Organisatio
nal

The solution SHOULD provide guidance documents to help
organisations assess the compliance of their current
infrastructure and facilitate reuse (e.g. intended use,
functional and technical requirements, use cases, howtos…).

✅

16

Soft

Organisatio
nal

A licence or Service Level Agreement (and related MoU)
SHOULD be available. For cross-border actions, these should
preferably be multilateral or global European agreements.

No
information
found.

❌

17

Soft

Organisatio
nal

The implementation of the solution SHOULD be supported
by a cost-benefit analysis.

No
information
found.

❌

18

Soft

Organisatio
nal

The implementation of the solution SHOULD be supported
by a security risk assessment analysis.

No
information
found.

❌
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✅

19

Soft

Semantic

The solution SHOULD leverage existing semantic definitions
such as public domain ontologies or core vocabularies (e.g.
Common Core vocabularies ) where relevant.

BRIS
Vocabulary
based on Core
Vocabularies

20

Soft

Semantic

The solution SHOULD implement one of the following type
of standards used for the exchange of information to
model powers and mandates in an interoperable and
uniform way across-border and across-sectors:
- EU standards;
- Technical specifications identified by MSP;
- ICT open specifications;
- International open standards (as long as they do not create
a potential lock-in).

21

Soft

Semantic

The solution SHOULD take into account the multilingual EU
environment when developing its standards, documents, IT
infrastructure and interfaces. This means, it SHOULD
support and provide documentation in multiple languages.

22

Soft

Technical

The solution SHOULD be digital-by-default (i.e. process of
creating, updating and revoking cross-border electronic
mandates can preferably be fully completed via digital
channels).

The information is available via the eJustic portal which will act as a
European electronic access point to
information on companies

✅

23

Soft

Technical

The solution SHOULD be adaptable and scalable (i.e. it can
be adapted for different specified environments as well as
to an increased need in technical capability).

Can connect all countries in the EU,
but also only a few countries if
required

✅

24

Soft

Technical

The solution SHOULD rely on the use of common technical
standards and reference architectures as well as on the
reuse of existing solutions.

It reuses the eDelivery and eSignature
building blocks and aims at adopting
the eTranslation building block

✅

✅

It reuses :
- eDelivery building blocks
- eSignature building blocks
It aims to reuse the eTranslation
building block

❌

The file attached in this annex contains the assessment done for the rest of the solution.
Assessment
exercise_v2.xlsx
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